Languages with insufficient digitally available resources, such as, Indian-Indian and English-Indian language Machine Translation (MT) system developments, faces the difficulty to translate various lexical phenomena. In this paper, we present our work on a comparative study of 440 phrase-based statistical trained models for 110 language pairs across 11 Indian languages. We have developed 110 baseline statistical machine translation systems. Then, we have augmented the training corpus with Indowordnet synset word entries of lexical database and further trained 110 models on top of the baseline system. We have done a detailed performance comparison using various evaluation metrics such as BLEU score, METEOR, and TER. We observed significant improvement in evaluations of translation quality across all the 440 models after using the Indowordnet. These experiments give a detailed insight in two ways: (1) usage of lexical database with synset mapping for resource poor languages and (2) efficient usage of Indowordnet synset mapping. Moreover, synset mapped lexical entries helped the SMT system to handle the ambiguity to a great extent during the translation.
Introduction
Machine Translation (MT) faces difficulty when dealing with morphologically complex languages. Being a country with rich linguistic diversity, India has 22 scheduled languages and 30 Indian languages. These languages spread across four language families such as Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman, and Austro-Asiatic with 10 major scripts. Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-European language family consists of the North-Indian languages such as Hindi, Bengali, Sindhi, Urdu, etc. On the other hand, the Dravidian language family consists of the South-Indian languages such as Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam. In addition, Tibeto-Burman and Austro-Asiatic languages are spoken by a small population. The agglutinative Dravidian languages are morphologically complex and are difficult to translate compared to the morphologically less Indo-Aryan languages. These four language families have inter-related and intra-related similarities across and in between the languages. Thus, India posses multilingual (Emeneau 1956) diversity. The interrelation between the languages exhibits in the form of morphological, structural, and lexical similarities .
Out of these, Hindi is the most prominent, which belongs to the Indo-Aryan family of languages. In India, most of the official documents are either in Hindi or in English. 95% of the population is illiterate of English. Thus, for a proper functioning, there is a large requirement to translate these official documents into regional languages. Moreover, the media and news agencies are required to translate news received in English from International news agencies to respective regional languages. Hence, there is a huge requirement for automatic MT system developments between English-Indian languages and Indian-Indian languages. To handle this, linguistic diversity and rich morphology with lack of proper resources is the major challenge faced during the development of MT system between Indian languages. Many MT system developments are going on for Indian languages using rule-based, statistical-based, and hybrid approaches (Ahsan et al. 2010; Antony 2013; Brown et al. 1993; Nair and Peter 2012; Papineni et al. 2002; Sreelekha et al. 2013 Bhattacharyya 2016, 2014) . Out of these, Statistical MT (SMT) approach is the most promising due to its flexibility and it is easiness to develop. Please note that we have done these experiments, much before neural MT (NMT) became prominent in the field. Thus, we did not use NMT models for our experiments. Though there are many SMT, developmental experiments are going on it lacks in effective translation of morphological features. Moreover, the system fails to handle the word sense disambiguation properly. There are many experiments being conducted on improving the translation quality and to handle the morphological complexity of Indian languages using dictionary words and lexical resources (Chakrawarti and Bansal 2017; Sreelekha and Bhattacharyya 2014 Khan Md et al. 2011; Vintar and Fišer 2016) . There are experiments being conducted to generate the morphologically inflected forms to improve the translation quality Bhattacharyya 2017, 2018; Sreelekha et al. 2015) , which showed considerable improvements, especially for Indian languages. One or the other way, these experiments also fail to handle the linguistic complexity of Indian languages. There were experiments on using a graph-based word sense disambiguation system for English-Slovene language pair MT (Vintar and Fišer 2016) . In the case of Indian language MT, there were experiments using WordNet and International-Phonetic-Alphabet (IPA)-based transliteration for English-Bangla Example-Based Machine Translation (Khan Md et al. 2011) . However, there is no detailed study on the usage of Indowordnet for the entire Indian language pairs.
Consider the English sentence,
He has been sent to the mosque for opening the door
The English-Malayalam SMT system translated it as, Here, the system fails to translate the verb phrase "has been sent to" together and it translated a part of the phrase "sent" as " "{ayachu}{sent}, which is wrong in the context. The same way another verb phrase "for opening the door" has been translated partly as " " {thurannu} {opened}.
In this work, we developed phrase-based SMT systems for 110 language pairs and our further attempts to improve the quality of the translation systems on top of these baseline systems. After analyzing the developed SMT systems, we observed that the system fails to handle various linguistic phenomena and inflected word forms. Hence, we have decided to use the Indowordnet synset word mapping for SMT system development as a lexical database, which covers, synset words, dictionary words, transliteration, short phrases, and coined words. We have developed both the Baseline SMT system and the SMT system with Indowordnet lexical entries on top of the baseline for the 110 language pairs using the ILCI corpus.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 describes the details about Indowordnet, Sect. 3 deals with the Experiments conducted, Sect. 4 describes the evaluations and error analysis, and Sect. 5 concludes the main components of this paper.
Indowordnet
IndoWordnet (Bhattacharyya 2010; Koehn et al. 2007 There are three principles: the synset (the set of synonyms) (Bhattacharyya 2010 ) construction process must adhere to. Minimality principle insists on capturing that minimal set of the words in the synset which uniquely identifies the concept.
For example, {family, house} uniquely identifies a concept e.g., "he is from the house of the King of Jaipur"}.
Coverage principle then stresses on the completion of the synset, i.e., capturing all the words that stand for the concept expressed by the synset e.g., {family, house, household, ménage} completes the synset.
Within the synset, the words will be ordered according to their frequency in the corpus. Replaceability demands that the most common words in the synset, i.e., words towards the beginning of the synset should be able to replace one another in the example sentence associated with the synset. The comparative performance analysis with phrase-based SMT models with that of augmented lexical database is described in Sects. 3 and 4.
Experimental discussions
We now discuss the experiments conducted on our English-Indian language and Indian-Indian language SMT systems for 11 Indian languages. We have conducted various experiments on a combination of 110 language pair using the Indian Language Corpora Initiative (ILCI) corpus (Choudhary and Jha 2011) with 50,000 parallel sentences. Table 1 shows the statistics of the parallel corpus used for training, tuning, and testing. We trained 440 different models on top of the baseline SMT system. We have augmented the extracted Indowordnet synset words into the training corpus for the 110 language pairs. We describe the resources and the comparisons of results in the form of an error analysis. We have used Moses (Denkowski and Lavie 2014) and Giza++ 1 for modeling the baseline system. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of SMT system with Indowordnet synset mapping extraction. A parallel corpus is used for the parallel phrase extraction. The bilingual mappings are generated from the Indowordnet. The phrase tables are created using the extracted parallel synset word mappings and using the extracted phrases from the parallel corpus. An algorithm is used to extract the bilingual mapped words from IndoWordnet. The mappings are extracted using a concept-based approach, such that the synsets are used to denote the concept linking. The advantage is that the semantic features are assigned to a nominal or verbal concept. The IndoWordnet entries have been entered manually into the system by linguistic experts with qualification of Masters in Literature in the respective languages over a period of 10 years. Bilingual mappings are generated using the concept-based approach across words and synsets (Koehn et al. 2007 ). The extracted entries have been validated manually. For a single word considered its all synset word mappings and generated that many entries of parallel words.
For example, the word अं तहीन {antaheen}{endless} has the following equivalent synset words in IndoWordnet.
अं तहीन : अनं त; असमाप् य; अं तहीन; अनन् त; अन् तहीन; अनवसान {antaheen: anantu; asamapya; antaheen; anant; antaheen; anavasaan} {endless: endless; not-ending; endless; infinite; endless; not-ending} The experiments conducted are as follows: baseline SMT system with a cleaned corpus and SMT system with IndoWordnet extracted words. Consider an example from the English-Malayalam SMT system. For example, English Sentence,
He blow up the things.
The Baseline English-Malayalam SMT system translated the above sentence in Malayalam as, Here, the system fails to translate the meaning of "blow up" correctly as a single word. Then we have added the synset word entries of blow_up from the Indowordnet to the training corpus. The word blow_up has the following equivalent synset words in the IndoWordnet:
After augmenting the synsets of blow up to the corpus, the SMT system with IndoWordnet model was able to translate the above English sentence correctly in Malayalam as, {avan karyangal valuthakkunnu} {He blow up things}. Since, the synsets covers all common forms of a word, the augmentation of extracted parallel synset words into the training corpus not only helped in improving the translation quality to a great extent but also helped in handling the word sense disambiguation well.
Consider the examples which have lexical ambiguity with respect to same linguistic form/word form. The word आले (ālē) have ambiguity in meaning.
1. ते (They or he (respective pronoun)) घरी आले {Gharī ālē} (came). 2. त् याने {Tyānē}(he) बाजारातू न {bājārātūna}(from market) आले ? {aale} {ginger} आणले {Āṇalē}{brought}.
This kind of confusions can be handled using indowordnet entries.
Consider the word "काम करना" (kaam karna). It has two senses; "Works" sense and "in usable condition" sense. This ambiguity is present in both Marathi and Hindi. This kind of ambiguity can be handled using Indowordnet entries: Here, the word "দিয়ে দাও" (Diẏē dā'ō) has ambiguity and it is getting translated as "give". However, after inserting the Indowordnet synset entry for "দিয়ে দাও" (Diẏē dā'ō) as "close", the system translated it as "close" instead of "give" such as;
Consider an English sentence:
Decorations should beautify the occasion
The SMT system translated it in Malayalam as, Here, the system fails to translate the meaning of "beautify" correctly. After augmenting the synsets of beautify to the corpus, SMT system was able to translate the equivalent English meaning in Malayalam as,
We have added indowordnet synset entries for the entire 110 language pairs like this way and conducted the comparative experiments. The part-of-speechwise statistics of Indowordnet 2 entries for Indian languages is shown in Table 2 . The total number of bilingual mapped parallel entry which we have considered for our experiment is larger than that of the one which is shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows the statistics of the extracted bilingual mapped parallel entries. Since a single word will be having multiple synonym entries, we have considered a word and its each synonym as separate parallel pairs for our experiments. Thus, when considering the above-mentioned example, blow_up, we have three separate parallel pair entries in the corpus, such as: {blow_up: make-enlarge}, {blow_up: make-big}, {blow_up: make-full}.
Evaluation and error analysis
We have used a tuning (MERT) corpus of 500 sentences from ILCI corpus. We have tested the translation system with 1000 sentences taken from the ILCI corpus. We have evaluated the translated outputs of all the 440 SMT systems using various evaluation methods such as BLEU score (Chakrawarti and Bansal 2017; Emeneau 1956 ) and TER (Translation Edit/Error Rate) (Agarwal and Lavie 2008) to analyze better. The results are shown in Tables 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, and 8. There are two entries on each cell. The first row is showing the baseline SMT system results and it is represented as With-Out-Wordnet (−IW) at the last column of each row. The second row of each cell is representing the scores of baseline SMT system with Indowordnet's lexical entries experiments and it is represented as With-Wordnet (+IW) at the last column of each row. Table 4 and 5 show the tuned and with-out-tuned BLEU evaluation scores for both the baseline SMT system and the SMT system with Indowordnet lexical entries. Table 6 and 7 show the tuned and with-out-tuned TER evaluation scores for both the baseline SMT system and the SMT system with Indowordnet lexical entries. Table 8 and 9 show the tuned and with-outtuned METEOR evaluation scores for both the baseline SMT system and the SMT system with the Indowordnet lexical entries. We observed that the quality of the translation is improving with the usage of Indowordnet lexical database. There is an incremental growth in BLEU score, METEOR score, and reduction in TER score. Moreover, we have done tuning for all the results and it shows a considerable improvement in the results.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have mainly focused on the usage of Indowordnet lexical entries for improving the quality of Indian-Indian and English-Indian language Machine Translation. We have discussed the comparative performance of phrase-based baseline SMT system for the 110 language pairs, and furthermore, the SMT system with Indowordnet entries on top of the baseline model. As discussed in the experimental section, SMT system's translation quality has improved significantly with the usage of Indowordnet lexical entries. Moreover, the system was able to handle the rich morphological inflections and ambiguity to a great extend. We can see that there is an incremental growth in terms of BLEU score, METEOR, and a decrement of TER evaluations, which shows the translation quality improvement. This leads to the importance of utilizing wordnet lexical resources for developing an efficient machine translation system for morphologically rich languages. 
